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ISSUE
At the March2001 Board Meeting, MTAstaff requested approval of a
contract, in the amountof $235,000,for the developmentof customized
software which would allow the replacement of HandheldData Gathering
Devicesoriginally placed into service in 1984. Supervisor Molinaasked
that an approachbe foundthat wasless costly than the software
developmenteffort. Staff wasasked to examine:
¯
¯

¯

Thepotential for using off-the-shelf software,
Thefeasibility of writing the programsin-house,
Theavailability and practicality of purchasingless expensive
hardwaredevices, and
Other agency’spractices-alternative in use at other transportation
properties.

Staff has developeda newapproachthat will meet these requirements.

DISCUSSION
In 1984, MTAstaff in the Schedule CheckingDepartmentimplementedan
innovated, state-of-the-art HandheldData Gathering System. The system
expedites the compilation of ride-check, point-check and fare-check data
fromthe field. It allows ScheduleCheckersto enter data on the handheld
computer and downloadit to the Schedule CheckingDepartmenton the
sameday. This efficiency eliminated data entry tasks and improvedthe
quality of the resulting reports.

Thehardwarefor this system is comprisedof the following:
¯ 73 handheld devices madeby Telxon
¯ 4 modemsmade by Universal Data Systems
¯ AnAST386 computerusing a special board that allows 4 modemsto connect to
one computer
Thesoftware waswritten by the following:
¯ ComputerCommunications
Specialists, Inc. developed the software to handle data
communicationsand routing
¯ In housestaff wrote the software that operates the Handhelddevices
SymholTechnologies bought Telxon, so handheld device maintenancehas continued
uninterruptedin the 19 years since the units werepurchased.Dueto their age, eight of the
hand.heldunits mustbe sent in for repair in a typical month.Total repair costs are
estimatedto be $36,000for the current budgetyear. Whena unit fails in the field, the data
collected by the schedule checker is lost. Redoingthe worklost due to equipmentfailure
will be about $15,000this year.
Themodems
and computersthat receive the collected data on the handheldunits are
antiquated and incompatible with MTA
system protocols. Becauseanti-virus and firewall
sofh~,are are not available for these platforms, they are not part of MTA’s
computer
network. Mostof the existing software and technologyis proprietary. Unfortunately,
Universal Data Systems, ASTand ComputerCommunicationsSpecialists are no longer
in business, so maintenanceand support is difficult and expensive.
In March2001, staff requested Boardapproval of a contract to design and develop
schedule-checking software that would mnon modemhand held devices. The Board was
concerned about spending $235,000to develop customizedsoftware, so staff was asked
to study elementsof the project. In response to this requirement,a comprehensive
peer
reviewwasconductedregarding the data collections practices and tools of other
transportation properties (AttachmentA). Also, an independentconsultant was
commissioned
to render and objective opinion regarding the cost-benefit of using
consnmergrade handhelddevices rather than industrial grade devices (AttachmentB).
Since that time of the original staff request, a coupleof related events haveoccurred
whichprovides opportunities to prudently moveforward on this project. Staffhas
adjusted its plans accordingly.
Thefirst event involves, the agencyplacementof a contract with Spear Technologiesfor
the implementationof a newmaintenancesystem. DubbedM3,one of the project’s
features is the procurementof hand held devices from SymbolTechnologiesfor use in the
MaintenanceDepartment.Symbol’sunit operates on the Window’sCEplatform, so it
fully integrates into MTA’s
client/server environment.After testing the Symboldevice, it
wasdetermined that it will perfectly adapt to the ScheduleChecker’senvironment.

Thesecond event is the introduction of ScheduleCheckingsoftware by Giro, Inc. This
off-the-shelf solution will integrate seamlessly with MTA’s
schedule makingsoftware,
HASTUS,
whichis also supplied by Giro, Inc. Moreover,Giro’s software will operate on
the handheld device supplied by Symbolwithout modification. Rather than expending
$235,000for developmentof customizedsoftware, as recommended
two years ago, staff
will nowpursue an amendment
to the existing contract with Giro, Inc. for licensing the
ScheduleCheckingsoftware at an estimated cost of $36,000.

NEXTSTEPS
Staff will procure the SymbolTechnology’shandheldunit within the contract fxamework
already in place with Spear Technologies for the M3project. Anamendmentto MTA’s
contract with Giro, Inc. will procurethe off-the-shelf softwarefor the handheldunits.
Miscellaneous procurements wil! be placed for newserver and modemequipmentfor the
coImnunications parts of tht~ pr~ctl"~A
Prepared by: Director,
EdMuncyService"P’eri’ormance
k-"¢~{ /VI/~. Ana~sis
Ot~

Attachement A
Ride CheckData Collection Practices At Other Agencies

Property Name
AC Transit (Oakland)

Wouldthis process work at the LACMTA?
All tines
ona

Albuquerque Transit
35 Bus

Eachline
checked 3
10 Full time. No
times a week,

144 Bus
7 Rail

All lines 2
times a y¢ar.

177 Bus

All lines
cheokcd on 15 Full time.

No

Chicago Transit Authorb

Denver RTD

8 Full t/me.

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Greater Cleveland RTA

Dallas Area Rapid Transit
(DART)

38 Bus

All lines
checked on
rotating basis.

5 Part time

Yes

NO

NO

6 Full time

Yes

Yes

Yes

~utrently using an older hand Point check is done manually. Fare Checkis done manually.
~cld device from Siemens.
rwcnty-five buses have APC’s

Number of
Checker

Lines

Technology Based
Process (Yes - No)
KidaPoint cF~ ~ar~k

Whattype of technology is used?
Point Check

Proper~/Name

Fare Check

month
NewYork City Transit
320 Bus
NJ Transit (Newark)

40

183 Bus
12 Contrac~ Sec 15 every
trip once.
Light Rai

No

4 Full time

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

(YFD)

All data collection is done manually.Theyare beginning
to test APCtechnology. This property is behind the MTP
ia the use o f technologyin data gathering, wouldbe a
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BACKGROUND
Presently, Los Angeles Metropolitan Transit Authority (MTA)staff use
handheld data gathering devices to collect ridership data. Thesedevices
have completedtheir service life and are in need of replacement.
The replacement of these devices has raised a numberof questions
concerning the costs and benefits of industrial strength, ruggedized devices
versus the more generally available, and less expensive, consumergrade
products.
The aim of this research is to compareand contrast the costs of purchasing,
maintaining, and using both the industrial grade and consumergrade of hand
he~ddata collection device.
Thesedevices will be used primarily by the Service PerformanceAnalysis
Department. They mayalso be used for other applications within the MTAso
flexibility andeaseof use is a consideration.
In the volatile Information Technologyindustry, there are no guarantees of
the longevity of a companyor its products. Consideration is madetherefore
of the stability of the manufacturer, and the numberof manufacturers who
make compatible devices.
DEVICE REQUIREMENTS
Data is collected by the MTAon a full time basis. The devices need to be in
action each business day over a life cycle of 7 years. ScheduleCheckers
keep devices with them, uploading data via telephone at the end of the day.
The existing devices are very robust. They cope with riding round on public
transport, and waiting in bus stops in all the weatherconditions that the City
of Los Angeles can produce.
The following represent the requirements for data collection devices.
¯

Battery Life. Standardbattery configuration allows for at least 12
hours of continuous data collection, without recharge/replacement.

¯

Pen Based Data Entry.

¯

Easy to read (monochrome)back lit

¯

Suppliers are established companies.

LCDdisplay.

Either.WinCE/Pocket PC or Palm OS as an operating system. These
industry standards a~low manyoptions for developmentof the data
collection software.
Handheld device costings
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Modem.The devices must be able to communicatewith a central
server using a standard land line modem.

¯

Barcode scanning

Devicefailure is costly relative to the purchaseprice of the machines.This is
due to a numberof factors, including the full time nature of the data
collection schedule. Repeatcollection must be paid as overtime. The travel
time required by collection officers to replace the faulty device causes
additional disruption to the data collection schedule. It has been estimated
by the MTAthat the cost of a recollecting a day’s worth of data is
approximately $750. This does not include the cost of repairs to the device.
MARKET OPTIONS
Ruggedness
Wehave categorized 3 levels of ruggedness in the handheld computer
market:
Highly ruggeddevices comply with the IP54 Environmental Sealing
standards, against windblowndust and rain, and have a large range of
operating temperatures from -4 ° to 122° F. They are also designed to
withstand repeated drops from 4ft (1.2m) to concrete.
Middle grade ruggednessis achieved by fitting
a rubberized case and or
screen protectors to a standard consumergrade machine. These precautions
add somedegree of protection against accidental damage,and reduce
normal wear and tear.
The standard consumergrade device comes without protection. It is
possible to purchaseeither leather or nylon carry cases from third parties
which will provide a measureof protection from damage.Dueto the lack of
protection, andthe lack of availability of reliability data, we did not select any
devices of this grade.
For all of the devices, the largest risk is dropping the unit while on the move.
This can be minimized by the use of either neck straps or belt straps. Wefeel
that the use of a strap or ’pocket’ to carry the devices will significantly affect
the numberof breakagesthat occur. Similarly the anchoring of the pen (eg
with fishing line) will reducethe losses of pens.
Operating System and Programmingenvironment
The generally accepted market leaders in handheld device operating systems
are Microsoft’s WindowsCE/PocketPCand Palm’s Palm OS. Both operating
systems have development environments that allow for the development and
deployment Of custom software applications. The Palm OShas the largest

Handheld device costings
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numberof third party applications,
for data entry.

including manysophisticated programs

Screen size
Neither the Pocket PCnor the Palm have large screens, which limits the size
of attribute lists without reverting to scrolling. Scrolling lists can take longer
for operators to find the correct selection.
The Palmdevices reserve a portion of screen real estate as a ’Palm Graffiti’
scratch pad. This further reduces the amountof screen that is available for
displaying selection lists.
Data entry
The simplest form of data entry is to select from a pre-defined list,
of the MTAdata will be entered this way.

and most

In the cases wheretext has to be entered, the Palmuses Graffiti, a simplified
alphabet of letters entered on the Graffiti pad. Onceoperators are used to
using this (sometraining/familiarisation is required), it is a quick and
efficient meansof entering information.
The Pocket PCdevices do not have keyboards for input, and rely on the use
of onscreen keyboards - the keys on the full QWERTY
keyboard are very
small, and maybe difficult for somepeople to read/click.

Handheld devicecost~ngs
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Programmingtools
Thesubject of programmingtools is outside the scopeof this study, but it is
worth considering to somedegree as it mayimpact the overall cost of
operating handheld devices. The MTAalready has in-house skills in Visual
Basic, and we would therefore recommend
use of the Microsoft toolset for
software development.
TCal/TCos

The existing Telxon units were programmedin a proprietary TCal
programminglanguage. Unfortunately none of the new generation of devices
support this language.
Windows CE/Pocket PC programming tools

Visual
Basic

Microsoft provide a (free) developmentkit for Windows
CF/PocketPC. This is simple to learn for Visual Basic
programmers,and is easier than writing in C++, but is still
fairly low level environment.

a

Pocket PC
Creations

A form based application development environment with many
applications in a variety of industries. Programmers
do needto
becomeexperts in the (low level) WindowsCEAPI, and can
focus on application developmentissues.

AppForge
Mobile VB

This product provides a meansfor Visual Basic programmersto
develop on the WindowsCEplatform. It integrates into MSVB6,
and is provides support for both WindowsCE/Pocket PC and
Palm OS.

This list of tools is not exhaustive- it is provided to list someof the more
prominent programmingtools available.
PalmOS programming tools
C++

The standard PalmOSprogramming environment is C++. A
plugin for the MetroWorksCodeWarriorcompiler allows crosscompilation. An emulator is available which can emulate the
various processors and screen sizes of the various PalmOS
based models(including third party Palm clones). There are
manysupport groups and code libraries available. Palm have a
strong developer programwhich allows access to pre-release
hardware and software.

Satellite
Forms

Satellite Formsis a mature forms design package for the Palm
that provides facilities suitable for most data entry applications
without the need for extensive low level programming.

Handheld device cestings
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Pendragon
forms

Similar to Satellite forms, allows rapid form programmingand
application development. Data can be simply synched to a
Microsoft Accessdatabase.

AppForge
Mobile VB

This product provides a meansfor Visual Basic programmersto
develop on the Palm platform. It integrates into MSVB6, and is
provides support for both WindowsCE and Palm OS.

This list of tools is not exhaustive- it is providedto list someof the more
prominent programmingtools available.

Handheld devicecostings
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Peripherals
The device should support the following capabilities:
~ Bar code scanning
> Modemcommunications for remote data transfer
These are not standard equipment on all models.
The devices are designedto sit in a cradle (usually to sync with a desktop
PC), and also have an expansionslot (or slots) for additional periperals such
as modem/camera
etc. The gold plating on the expansion slots are not
designedto withstand the thousandsof insertions that will occur in the life
cycle of these devices.
The use of external peripheral snap-ons adds to the numberof separate
pieces of equipmentbeing carried around, and increases the risk of loss or
damage.In addition these devices (such as the modem
card) often protrude
from the case, and will easily break.
Batteries
Someunits comewith removable batteries, and somehave internal
rechargeablebatteries. Whenit comesto the selection of a specific device it
should have removablebatteries, which allows easy replacement in the field
(even if rechargeablebatteries are used).
Bar code reader
Currently all of the available fares are printed as bar codeson sheets of
paper - which are scannedin as required. The stated requirement is to
continue with this methodof entering fare codes.
Communications
The stated requirement is for modemcommunications, although there are a
growing numberof devices which support wireless communications. At
present this is not required, but it maybe an option for the future.

Handheld device costings
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The Devices
Wechose 4 devices for comparison. These choices allow combinations of
Win CE and Palm operating system, as well as high and mediumlevels of
ruggedness. See table below
Ruggedness

HIGH

Medium

Win C:E

Palm OS

Symbol PPT 2800*.

Symbol SPT1800*

Compaq H3850

Symbol SPT1500*

* -Integrated bar code reader

Handheld devicecostings
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Win CE devices

Palm devices

Compaq
Ipaq3850

Symbol
SPT1800

HIGH

Medium

HIGH

Medium

Screen Size

320x240

320x240

160x160

160x160

Modem

Snap on
Cradle

Expansion
pack and
iCF Card

Snap on
Cradle

Snap on
Cradle

Barcode
Scanner

Built in

Expansion
pack

Built in

Built in

List Price

$1076

$599

$809

$595

Peripherals

$360

$728

$360

$360

$1436

$1327

$1169

$955

Model
Rugged
level

Total

Symbol
PPT2800

Symbol
SPT1550

It may be possible to purchase these units cheaper, depending on the
promotions available at the time, and volume purchasing discounts.
ASSUMPTIONS
We make some assumptions in order to assign costs to the choice of a
particular device.
Damage events
We were unable to obtain any information from the hardware suppliers about
the likelihood
of damage, or the number of times a device can be dropped
before it is likely to fail and require replacement. Wehave two components
to our costings:
1) Device repair/replacement
2) Loss of data/down time
The available maintenance agreements provide a means of fixing the per
device cost - the supplier will replace/repair devices as required. Compaqwill
only provide this cover for three years, necessitating the purchase of new
units after this time. No cover is available for peripheral devices. So in
assessing the costs of device repair/replacement,
our costs are assumed to
be fixed.

Hand~elddevice costings
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In assessing the cost of loss of data or downtime, we estimate the average
cost to be a manday at overtime rates. In somecases the failure will occur
at the beginning of the day, so no data is lost, and a return to base will be
required to collect a newunit, which would only take an hour or two. In the
worst case it would occur at the end of the day, necessitating the recollection of the data as well as a trip to baseto replace the unit. An estimate
of this fully burdenedcost is $750.
As we have no facts on breakages, we can construct a scenario which will
allow us to comparedevices within a realistic framework. Let us say that
each device will be dropped by each Schedule Checker twice a week, making
a total of 104 drops per year. If we categorize these drops into minor,
serious and fatal, we can estimate the numberof breakages. A minor drop is
one that causes no damageto either a rugged or non-rugged device. A
serious drop is one that causes someform of lasting damageto the device. A
fatal drop is one that will break any device, such as being droppedfrom a
moving bus, downa drain etc.
It is reasonable to assumethat the rugged devices will withstand more
serious drops than the devices protected only by a rubber boot. Let’s say that
a non-ruggeddevice will fail every 5 serious drops, and the rugged device
will fail after 20 serious drops. So let us put together a table of the events,
and possible breakage rates to produce an estimated cost:
Event

Number

Rugged
failures

Non-rugged
failures

Hinor

47

0

0

Serious

47

2,35

9.4

Fatal

10

10

10

Total
failures

104

12.35

19.4

Total
cost

Handheld devicecostings
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COSTING
Wehave not madeany allowance for costs of phone calls for data uploading,
as we assumethis to be the samefor all devices.
Purchase costs

Rugged
Unit price
Rubber Case
Modem
Scanner

Palm
Medium
595
360

Palm
High

WindowsCE Pocket PC
High
Medium
809
1,076
599
99
360
360
130
499

Maintenance costs
Bronze
;ilver

37
60
98

74
95
139

92
112
157

Compaq
accident

73*

Labor Failure costs
Annualcost
7 year cost
TOTAL7 YEAR
OPERATIONAL
COST

14,550

9,250

9,250

14,550

101,850

64,750

64,750

101,850

$103,225

$66,584

$66,970

$103,688

¯

Compaqoffer a 3 year accidental damagereplacement. At the end of
the 3 years another unit would have to be purchased

¯

7 year cost for Compaqassumes2.3 times purchase cost

Hand
f’eld devicecost~ngs
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Training
Training for a menudriven ridership data collection system should be easily
achievable in a half day session. Several sources report that training for
operators of Palmbasedscanning applications in industrial scenarios can be
achieved in between 3 and 4 hours, depending on the complexity of the
application. This includes operators learning to use the graffiti data entry
language.
The cost of training is largely device independent. Weassumean in house
train-the-trainer approachto training. A systemtrainer would train 5
supervisors. The supervisors would then be able to train the other operators
in groupsof five or six.
With a session ratio of 1 instructor to 5 students and training 5 super users
and 30 operators, the training cost would be approximately 18 operator
days. Assuming$500 per operator day, the training cost is $9,000.

Stage

Half Days
Trainer

Supervisor

Operator

1

1

5

0

2

0

5

25

Handheld device costJngs
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CONCLUSION
Standard consumergrade devices are not suitable for use as data collection devices
becausethey lack support for bar code readers. This eliminated manyof the devices
from this investigation.
Someconsumerdevices can be fitted with peripherals such as bar code readers and
modems,and can also be fitted with a rubber boot, to provide protection against
water dust and accidental damage.The rubber boot is not compatible with the
necessaryperipherals. Repeatedremovaland refitting of peripherals is not practical,
and will reducethe reliability of the devices.
In looking at maintenanceoptions, no long term support is available for consumer
grade devices, necessitating repeat purchases and making them more costly than
rugged devices. The market for these devices is evolving rapidly, and the devices are
not engineeredfor long term use.
Thelargest cost of all in this equationis the cost of labor required to reLcollect lost
data. The estimated costs are approximately 29 times the cost of purchase and
maintenanceof the devices.
In summary, we recommendthe MTAto purchase Ruggeddevices for the following
reasons:
Standard consumer grade devices do not support bar code readers
Consumer grade devices do not have long term support
Device purchase price is negligible

comparedto cost of lost data

Rugged devices should be used to reduce loss of valuable data

Handheld device costings
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Attachment B
Final Report on the Investigation into Cost Benefits of ConsumerGradeversus Ruggedized
HandHeldComputers by Horizon Research Corporation.
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